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Abstract Erbium-doped fiber devices have been extraordinarily
successful due to their broad optical gain around 1.5–1.6 μm.
Er-doped fiber amplifiers enable efficient, stable amplification of
high-speed, wavelength-division-multiplexed signals, thus con-
tinue to dominate as part of the backbone of longhaul telecom-
munications networks. At the same time, Er-doped fiber lasers
see many applications in telecommunications as well as in
biomedical and sensing environments. Over the last 20 years
significant efforts have been made to bring these advantages to
the chip level. Device integration decreases the overall size and
cost and potentially allows for the combination of many functions
on a single tiny chip. Besides technological issues connected
to the shorter device lengths and correspondingly higher Er
concentrations required for high gain, the choice of appropriate
host material as well as many design issues come into play in
such devices. In this contribution the important developments
in the field of Er-doped integrated waveguide amplifiers and

lasers are reviewed and current and future potential applica-
tions are explored. The vision of integrating such Er-doped gain
devices with other, passive materials platforms, such as silicon
photonics, is discussed.
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1. Introduction: Bringing the advantages of
Er-doped fibers onto the chip

Since the invention of the Er-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
in 1987 [1], it has become established as a standard
component in telecom networks, facilitating information
exchange worldwide. Its broad gain at important low-
loss, low-dispersion wavelengths covering the telecom C-
and L-bands (1525–1565 nm and 1565–1610 nm, respec-
tively) [2, 3], low noise [4], and compatibility with fiber
lightwave systems [5, 6] make it an excellent fit for sig-
nal amplification at various points in such networks. Si-
multaneously, the optically pumped Er-doped fiber laser
(EDFL) [7] has reached a state of maturity, being ide-
ally suited for narrow-linewidth single-frequency [8], high-
power [9], multi-frequency [10–12], tunable [13–15], or
short-pulse output [16–18]. EDFAs and EDFLs have been
utilized in a wide range of applications, including ultra-high
bit-rate telecommunications transmission systems [19], fre-
quency measurement [20], spectroscopy [21], sensing [22],
and space communications [23].

Analogous to the microelectronics industry, traditionally
there has been a drive towards integrated optical devices
in order to reduce the size and cost of components, partic-
ularly for the telecom world [24]. Integration allows for
many components to be included in a small package and
significantly reduces pump power requirements for active
devices, thus improving energy efficiency. In addition to
telecommunications, new applications of miniature optical

devices are emerging, including, for example, on-chip opti-
cal interconnects for high-speed computing [25] and sensors
via integration with other technological platforms, such as
microfluidics [26, 27].

Owing to the success of the Er-doped fiber and the ad-
vantages of integrated optics in general, Er-doped wave-
guide devices have been intensively researched over the last
20 years [28–30]. Such devices can enhance lightwave sig-
nals or produce light at useful wavelengths, all on a robust,
low-cost, miniature chip (Fig. 1). Like silica-based fibers,
many materials used in integrated optics also have low losses
in the 1.5 μm window, providing a motivation for utilizing
amplifiers and lasers based on Er-doped waveguides in pho-
tonic circuits. The continuously decreasing size, cost, and
energy requirement of diode laser pump sources has also
served to improve the prospects of such devices establish-
ing a strong market presence. A single pump source could
feasibly pump many devices on the same chip.

Despite the evident advantages of Er-doped waveguide
devices, integration introduces many challenges and engi-
neering issues. Coupling light to and from miniature wave-
guides, efficient optical pumping, providing gain over a
short length (in Er-doped fibers gain can be carried out over
a meter of fiber length or more – too long for miniature
chips) are but a few of the problems faced. In order to over-
come these challenges, a wide range of different Er-doped
waveguiding materials, integration platforms, and device de-
signs have been studied. Early pioneering efforts in the field
focused on phosphosilicate glass as a host, because of its
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